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There is furious competition amongst millions of websites on the World Wide Web to capture quality
traffic. And, the websites which are attractive, unique and user-friendly are booming in the race. It
has become vital to have an eye-catching website which pulls thousands of visitors and encourage
them to visit again in the future. Therefore, lots of businesses are turning to PSD to HTML
conversion in order to gain high returns and maximum benefits. PSDs are static and bulky files and
thus they cannot be used for websites. And by converting PSD to CSS/ HTML, we can make them
web compatibe. These conversions not only improve websiteâ€™s compatibility with different web
browsers but also helpful to decrease page uploading time.

HTML, hyper text mark-up language, is quite helpful to improve your websiteâ€™s search engine
ranking. PSD to CSS/HTML conversion provides semantic coding that makes a website search
engine optimized. Semantic codes match the HTML code with websiteâ€™s content and ensure that all
the content has been represented in a well organized manner. Moreover, semantic coding ensures 
proper functionality of a website. Due to clean and systematic coding, search engine crawlers can
easily read the content of your website. In addition, semantic code facilitates a website to load faster
on browsers which is an important factor to improve a website ranking.

PSD to HTML conversion provides easy and straightforward code language which generates a user
friendly and accessible website. This conversion allows insertion of proper and relevant keywords in
content of a website and assigns useful links at web pages. By linking to various pages on your
website, you can generate quality traffic and create a genuine as well as active website. When you
link more web pages to your website, it automatically updates your website with new information.
When you update new information on a regular basis, your website can get top ranking in different
search engines. 

When you convert PSD to HTML, you can create a cross browser compatible website that is
accessible to millions of people. HTML code offers a reliable and authentic website, which can run
in almost every web browser from internet explorer to Google chrome, Firefox, safari and others.
HTML code permits instant and easy access to web browsers in an outstanding way. Moreover,
conversion of PSD design files into HTML code takes very less time. Entire conversion process
does not more than take 24 hours. And, it is very cost-effective too. Due to offering cost and money
saving benefits, this conversion procedure is being implemented for commercial purposes in all over
the world.

An ecommerce website contains several web pages and user-friendly navigation tool so that visitors
can obtain required information about the products and services. PSD to HTML conversion
procedure is very helpful to make a speedy and easy navigation tool for a website which prevents a
visitor from any technical hassles while browsing a website. Last but not the least, your website will
get a consistent look after this conversion as HTML code has the facility to provide a unique and
constant looks throughout the website.
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Adam Parker - About Author:
XHTML.PixelCrayons.com is a a PSD to HTML/XHTML/CSS conversion service provider. They also
offer implementation into skins, themes, CMS, shopping carts and more. The turnaround time
promised by the company to deliver quality is 8hrs. To know more about the services, visit at a
http://xhtml.pixelcrayons.com/
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